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Conductivity ratioAbstract Li-ion battery packs provide high energy density but with a concern of thermal manage-
ment. Hence cooling mechanism is necessary to have a good life and reliability on the battery sys-
tem. The main objective of this article is to investigate the effect of conjugate and non-conjugate
boundary conditions on battery pack heat transfer characteristics. In conjugate conditions, coolant
flow is considered with heat flux continuity at the battery and fluid interface. In non-conjugate con-
dition, just convection condition is adopted. The finite volume method is adopted for the numerical
analysis, and a code is written for computations of the governing equations. Effects of different
parameters like heat generation, conductivity ratio, coolants, and Biot number on temperature dis-
tribution in the battery pack are analyzed. The maximum temperature contours are located near the
top end of the battery, whereas at the bottom end, the battery’s temperature is low. Such high and
low-temperature regions in the battery pack create uneven thermal stresses, resulting in battery fail-
ure. To have better performance results for the battery system, one should maintain the proper bal-
ance of thermal conductivity between the solid and fluid domains. From comparative analysis it is
found that the non-conjugate condition gives the temperature distribution in battery to be of sym-
metrical nature and more uniform. Practically, this is not true which is confirmed by the realistic
conjugate condition where the high temperature zones are closer to the trailing edge of the battery
pack. Liquid metals and nanofluids provide a much safer operating temperature of the pack where
the maximum temperature is well below the critical temperature. The application of conjugate(2021),
2 I. Mokashi et al.condition for battery thermal analysis leads to be have an insight of the hotspot zones accurately
which are operated using conventional fluids mentioned in this work.
 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier BV on behalf of Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria
University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Electric and Hybrid vehicles depend on Li-ion batteries (LIB)
as a reliable energy source needed for automotive applications.
The high energy to volume ratio and charging/discharging sta-
bility rate associated with LIB make them distinguished in
electric vehicles. During adverse energy demands, the amount
of heat produced within the battery pack can considerably
affect the battery performance. Thus a proper thermal man-
agement system is needed to enhance the operational quality
and safety of these batteries. The paper presents a complete
guide in selecting coolant for an exhaustive set of criteria
involving heat generation, Biot number, Prandtl number, Rey-
nolds number, and conductivity ratio.
Extensive research has been done in the battery thermal
management system (BTMS). The susceptibility of a battery
pack to thermal runaway during peak energy demands, charg-
ing/discharging and accidents, causes degradation of the elec-
trochemical battery components. The solutions proposed for
different aspects affecting the battery performance have been
compiled for an elaborated review.
Maleki et al. [1] conducted an experimental investigation to
understand the thermal performance of Sony US-18650 LIB
with and without the use of electrolytes. The use of electrolytes
reduced the resistance to thermal contact. That enhanced the
thermal conductivity. Hatchard et al. [2] developed a one-
dimensional numerical model to predict the response of cells
with different shapes and electrolytes. The model predictions
are confirmed with the results obtained from the conventional
exposure to oven testing employed to test new cells for their
response to high temperatures. That dramatically saves time
and money by accurately predicting thermal responses for dif-
ferent cell shapes, materials, and electrolytes without physi-
cally making the cell. An extended study of the same was
conducted by Kim et al. [3] using a 3-dimensional cylindrical
model to study the hot spot propagation through the cell when
exposed to high temperatures in an oven test. The heat dissipa-
tion was found to take place effectively in small-sized cells than
in large cells. Guo et al. [4] researched the effects of Qgen, inter-
nal conduction, convection, and heat dissipation externally to
understand the temperature distribution in a 3-dimensional
LIB. The geometrical aspect, which is significant in large
LIB used in electric vehicles, was analyzed.
Mahmud et al. [5] used a 3-dimensional CFD model to pre-
dict the thermal behavior of LIB. The heat dissipation was
enhanced by employing reciprocating airflow over cylindrical
cells. The reduction in battery temperature was increased by
4 C, and for a reciprocating flow period of 2 min, the maxi-
mum temperature was reduced by 1.5 C in comparison to uni-
directional flow. Karimi et al. [6] organized their research in
battery thermal management systems to study the issues
related to thermal abuse in LIB available commercially. A
lumped capacitance numerical model arranged in U and Z pat-
terns were analyzed for effective heat dispersion. The use ofcoolant was found to be effective in heat transfer from the bat-
tery cell. Karimi and Li [7] studied the various possibilities to
maintain battery temperatures within a safe range. Cooling
techniques aided with different battery configurations were
researched. It was commented that forced convection could
expedite the cooling of LIB and cost-effectively maintain a uni-
form temperature.
Samba et al. [8] studied heat generation parameters
obtained experimentally and a transient 2-D thermal model.
The comparison was made for different current charging/dis-
charging rates. The experimental and numerical simulation
results are in close agreement. Burheim et al. [9] presented
an extensive study on heat generation during charging/dis-
charging. The experimental evaluation of commercial and
non-commercial LIB electrode material was done with and
without considering electrolytes. A Fourier thermal model
was used to interpret this data to conclude charging/discharg-
ing temperature profiles. H. Park [10] attempted to provide
an optimum solution for effectively cooling the battery pack
by utilizing air in forced convection. He has commented that
the uniform coolant distribution through the passages in the
battery pack is pivotal in heat dissipation. He concluded that
using a tapered manifold with pressure relief ventilation can
provide the desired thermal management without any layout
design change. Chiu et al. [11] experimentally investigated a
thermal abuse condition of the battery pack when a nail is
penetrated, causing a short circuit. The effect of mass and
charge transfer was studied, and an electrochemical numerical
model could accurately predict the thermal runaway. The
temperature profiles obtained numerically and experimentally
were well fitted. Choi et al. [12] have tried to present a sim-
plistic battery cooling system by proposing a suitable design
air-cooled. The convective transfer of heat gave considerable
results in reducing the battery temperature during operation.
Drake et al. [13] proposed a novel technique to measure the
temperature of cylindrical cells in axial and radial directions.
Anisotropy in temperature dissipation is developed in cylin-
drical Li-ion cells when arranged in a spiral configuration
to give effective results. The radial heat transfer is found to
be two orders less than axial direction heat dissipation.
Huo et al. [14] analyzed the effects of coolant mass flow rate,
the direction of flow, ambient temperature, and quantity of
channels used to investigate the temperature dispersion in a
3-D thermal battery model. It was found that the increase
in the number of mini channels and flow rate decreased the
maximum temperature in the battery. They also remarked
that an optimum flow rate of 5  104 kg s1 provides effec-
tive results. Javani et al. [15] employed a passive BTMS using
porous foam as a Phase Change Material (PCM). The effects
of varied discharge rates with and without PCM were com-
pared with the simulation results obtained for a 4 cell sub-
module finite volume-based thermal response. The use of
wet foam was found to give better battery temperature reduc-
tion than dry foam.
Effect of non-conjugate and conjugate condition on heat transfer 3Panchal et al. [16] intended to study heat generation rate in
a prismatic LIB at different discharge rates and boundary con-
ditions. The surface of the battery with cathode material
LiFePO4 was coated with aluminum for this study. It was
observed that an increase in the discharge current and hence
the discharge rate increased the rate of heat generation. Cha-
lise et al. [17] considered a conjugate model of heat transfer
to study the thermal management of LIB cells. An iterative
analytical technique was used to solve the governing equations
to determine the final temperature distribution. The cell geom-
etry and material effect on the temperature distribution were
examined. It was evaluated that the improvement in thermal
conductivity of Li-ion cell, the coolant rate of flow can be
reduced with effective cooling. Feng et al. [18] surveyed the
thermal runaway condition caused by the Li-ion battery’s
mechanical, electrical, and thermal abuses during service.
The chain reaction mechanism that causes the decomposition
of battery parts was interpreted by developing a novel energy
release chart. A 3-level concept for protection was proposed.
Passive defense provision, runaway initiation alarm system,
and thermal runaway propagation restriction methods were
proposed. Li et al. [19] adopted experimental and numerical
simulation techniques to study the voltage, current, and tem-
perature distribution in a single battery and battery pack.
Water cooling at low cycling rates was found to be an effective
cooling system. Zhang et al. [20] conducted research on a com-
putational 3-D model with a predetermined heat source and
time period to study the thermal runaway caused by an inter-
nal short circuit. A safety regime diagram was configured to
identify the zones of thermal runaway and safety zones. Simi-
larly, much other Li-ion battery analyses using numerical
approaches are reported in [21–30].
The computational flexibility of Spectral Element Method
(SEM) in the analysis of electromagnetic radiation scenario
as a comparative research study concerning the Finite Differ-
ence Method (FDM) and Finite Element Method (FEM) is
reported by Mahariq [31–35] and his team. The SEM tech-
nique was observed to provide consistently accurate results
for the unbounded 1-D and 2-D dielectric frequency domain,
areas of application for similar error conditions [31–35].
The momentum, heat, and mass transfer in a Casson fluid
impregnated with gyrotactic microorganisms under the influ-
ence of a magnetic field is explored in the work of Sohail
and the team [36–41]. The temperature and concentration vari-
ations over linear and non-linear stretch were analyzed to
develop an understanding for enhancing the system efficiency.
Flow velocity was noted to retard with increased fluid and
magnetic parameters and was found to increase with tempera-
ture and concentration improvement [36–41]. The convective
heat transfer analysis through carbon nanotubes was con-
ducted to study the thermal radiation incremental effect. The
data perceived can be implemented in the devising of products
[42–46].
The explorations endured in the study of battery thermal
management has been concentrated on four aspects encom-
passing experimental or numerical simulation. The thermal
limiting conditions were adopted for varying discharges in
solid Li-ion battery. Simulation studies for variety of cell
arrangements to optimize cooling in the battery modules are
reported. It can be thereby clarified that conjugated heat trans-
fer was incorporated by limited studies with constraints to
types of fluid and their velocities, with the bounding conditionsof external flow, thermal conductivity, and rates of discharge
solved analytically.
It is evident from the above literature survey that works
carried out are experimental and numerical to study heat gen-
eration and dissipation. Various cell configurations, battery
component materials, cooling systems, coolants, cooling direc-
tions, and flow rates have been investigated. The models are
primarily analyzed with air or water as the coolants and either
for conduction or convection heat transfer, natural or forced,
except for a few. The present study is based on conjugate con-
sideration of heat transfer at the cell-coolant interface, employ-
ing a wide range of coolants. Many coolants are considered for
the temperature distribution analysis in thermal management
of Li-ion cells. How the thermal performance is affected if
non-conjugated condition is adopted is also explored in the
beginning of the analysis. A comparison is made between these
two important boundary conditions. A numerical model is
developed and validated for this comparative study. This
model is first validated and upon successful establishment it
is used to get an insight in thermal nature of battery pack.2. Mathematical formulation
A computation model is devised for the analysis of thermal
performance of the Li-ion battery and at the battery-coolant
common surface. Fig. 1a, resembles a battery module where
it is cooled by flowing fluid. The conjugate thermal analysis
model is represented by Fig. 1. The heat generation within
these stacked batteries increases during charging/discharging.
The convectional heat extraction by coolant at the prismatic
battery interface is portrayed in Fig. 1b. The symmetric heat
transfer boundary condition is implemented, considering only
half of the battery and coolant domains in the analysis, as
depicted in Fig. 1 c. This reduces the computation duration.
The heat generation under constant charging and discharging
for extended durations is reported to be uniform. The coolant
flow velocity varies within 0.01 m/s to 12 m/s, thereby specify-
ing the regime of fluid flow to be laminar. The circulation of
coolant is maintained by the use of fan/air pump, which
accounts for increased energy requirements.
A battery comprises of cathode, anode, electrolyte and par-
tition materials which have micro thickness contrary to their
height and width. The heat generation due to electrochemical
reactions is complex to simulate a 3D realistic model. These
attributes are dropped and a 2D model is incorporated for
the thermal analysis of battery module to capitulate on the
computational time. The generation of heat inside a battery
is rigorous with enhanced energy demand and load. The heat
dissipation occurs through the cell surface of the prismatic bat-
teries. The energy demands specified in the US06 standards are
6.8559x103 to 29x106 W/m3 for uphill conditions. The C-rate
determines the heat generated per unit volume, ranging from
67.8 kW/m3 to 29x106 kW/m3. The dimensions of battery cell
interpreted in the literature are length = 62 mm to 521 mm,
width = 52 mm to 169 mm, and thickness = 0.185 mm to
27 mm. The cell thermal conductivity has been scribed as
0.02–30 W mK-1.
A 2-D computational model is developed to simulate the
heat generation and transfer by conjugate mode of heat trans-
fer at the interface. By symmetrical boundary condition along
the y-axis, only one-half of the battery and fluid (coolant)
Fig. 1 (a) Arrangement of battery packs cooled by coolant flow (b) battery pack with convection without considering the coolant.
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flow is along the y-axis, as shown in Fig. 1. The convective heat
transfer at the battery-coolant interface occurs as the coolant
flows through the channels between the battery packs. The
coolant flows at a low rate, maintains the laminar type of flow
regime. The governing equations describing the heat transfer
process when discharging/charging the Li-ion battery cell is
given by
ksr2TÞ þ q000 ¼ qc @T
@t
ð1Þwhere q’’’ is the volumetric heat generation term.
In the first part of the study, only convection is considered
at the boundary, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). During this, only the
conduction Eq. (1) is solved. In the next section, coolant flow is
considered, for which the following method is adopted.
For the conditions of two-dimensional, incompressible
flow, laminar flow, steady and forced convectional flow, the
governing equations that define the computational model are
continuity equation, momentum equations in  and y, and
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follows:
r  u ¼ 0 ð2Þ
@u
@t
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r2T ð4Þ
For computational simplicity, the normalizing parameters
are non-dimensionalized. The set of non-dimensional parame-
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The governing equations are non-dimensionalised, as given
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Appropriate boundary conditions are applied to solve the
above governing flow and thermal equations. The relevant
conditions to solve are presumed with an incoming T1 free
stream temperature and velocity U1. The top, bottom, right
side, left side. Coupled condition at the interface is as follows:
The bottom convection condition and free stream velocity
is
X ¼ 0; 0 6 Yb 6 1; kb @Tb
@Yb
¼ hðT  T1Þ ð10Þ
X ¼ 0; 0 6 Yf 6 1;U ¼ 1;V ¼ 0;Tf ¼ 0 ð11Þ
As at the symmetrical left side, the domain is a mirror, the
condition taken is
Yb ¼ 0; 0 6 X 6 1; @Tb
@ X
¼ 0 ð12Þ
At the top of the battery, the presence of current collectors
dissipate heat by convection, hence
X ¼ 1; 0 6 Yb 6 1;kb @Tb
@Yb
¼ hðT  T1Þ ð13Þ
Most importantly, the coupled condition at the interface is
given by








;U ¼ 0;V ¼ 0 ð14Þ
At the interface, continuity of temperature boundary condi-
tions is used.Yb ¼ 1; 0 6 X 6 1;Tb ¼ Tf ð15Þ
When the fluid exits the channel with fully developed
boundary condition,




¼ 0;V ¼ 0 ð16Þ
As only half of the domain is considered the internal chan-
nel flow, which is symmetric, the conditions for flow are
Yf ¼ Wf; 0 6 X 6 L; @Tf
@Yf
¼ 0;V ¼ 0; @U
@Yf
¼ 0 ð17Þ2.1. Solution strategy and validation
Finite Volume Method (FVM) based staggered grid method is
used to solve the energy and momentum equation of the con-
jugate heat transfer problem. The momentum in the x and y
equation and continuity equation are simultaneously solved
using the SIMPLE algorithm. The velocity and temperature
governing equations are solved by a tri-diagonal matrix algo-
rithm (TDMA). The equation of pressure change is solved
using the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) technique. The
boundary conditions applied to maintain a brief presentation,
the solution strategy, and the used numerical approaches are
not specified in detail. A c-program (indigenous code) was
developed to solve these governing equations and for the com-
putational simulation. The developed code for the aforemen-
tioned mathematical formulation is validated with
established works in literature. Richter et al. [30] studied the
temperature profiles by experimenting on the thermal conduc-
tivity of the battery cells. Fig. 2 represents the temperature
change with the heat generation rate obtained using the
FVM code and similar previous research work results. They
are in close conformity to each other.
3. Results and discussion
In the first part of the study, only the convection condition is
adopted at the boundary; therefore, only the conduction Eq (1)
with heat generation is solved. The temperature distribution
and maximum temperature analysis in the battery are per-
formed. In the next part, the conjugate condition at the battery
and coolant interface is considered in Fig. 1 (a). The tempera-
ture distribution analysis is performed in the battery domain
for various coolant flows.
Fig. 3 depicts the temperature behavior within the solid bat-
tery pack when Bi changes from 2 to 20. At the same time,
other parameters like Re, Pr, Qgen, and Cr of fluid and solid
are kept constant. It is observed from the above Fig. 3 that
with an increase in the Bi, the temperature in the battery pack
decreases as it is known that with an increase in the Bi, the con-
vection heat transfer coefficient increases, resulting in a drop in
battery pack temperature. It is also observed that the temper-
ature in the battery pack along its width remains constant con-
cerning each Bi. For Bi of value 2, the temperature in the
battery pack may reach the critical value, which may affect
the thermal performance characteristics of the battery. At
low Bi, the resistance to the convective mode of heat transfer
is more, and resistance to conduction heat transfer is less;
hence due to low conductance resistance, the temperature in
Fig. 2 Validation of present FVM works with past experimental, analytical, and FEM analyses. In experimental work, the air is used as
coolant fluid Pr = 0.7. The top two lines represent Qgen = 0.2, and the lower two lines represent Qgen = 0.1.
Fig. 3 Biot number (Bi) effect on the temperature of the battery.
Fig. 4 Maximum temperature with Bi and Qgen.
6 I. Mokashi et al.the battery pack increases. But at Bi of 10 or above 10, the
temperature drop within the battery pack is negligible; there-
fore, it is better to have a moderate range of Bi to achieve bet-
ter battery thermal performance.
Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of total heat generation and Bi in
a battery pack on its maximum temperature. It is observed
from Fig. 4 that with an increase in heat generation, the max-
imum temperature in the battery pack increases. As the heat
generation in the battery pack increases, it becomes challeng-
ing for the fluid to take away the heat from the battery; hence,
the remaining heat energy makes the battery pack temperature
rise. This rise in the maximum temperature in the battery pack
Effect of non-conjugate and conjugate condition on heat transfer 7has to be controlled to enhance the battery’s performance
characteristics. The rise in the maximum temperature of bat-
tery pack due volumetric heat generation may also be attribu-
ted to the fact that with a more significant amount of heat, the
average kinetic energy level of the battery pack molecules
increases to an extreme level which later may appear in the
form of rising in the temperature. It is better to use appropriate
heat generation in the battery pack to avoid overheating and
thermal accidents in the battery pack system.
Fig. 2 shows that with the increase in the value of Bi, the
maximum temperature in the battery pack decreases. Such
behavior may be attributed to the fact that with the increase
in the Bi, the resistance to heat transfer by conduction mode
becomes strong. In contrast, resistance to the convection mode
of heat transfer becomes weak, which may cause the fluid to
carry more heat from the solid surface of the battery pack,
leading to a decrease in the temperature in the battery pack.
The Bi with a value of 2 may take the maximum temperature
in the battery pack near the critical range above which the rise
in the battery pack’s temperature may partially or entirely ter-
minate the thermal performance of the battery system. To have
better battery life and high working efficiency of the battery
system, it is always better to choose the safe range of Bi. Bi
is also helpful in predicting the thermal conductivity of the
solid battery; a higher range of Bi implies that the resistance
to conduction mode of heat transfer is weak, and this weakness
in the resistance appears in the form of better thermal conduc-
tivity of the solid battery pack.
Fig. 5 represents the effect of the heat generation parameter
on the battery pack’s temperature when the Bi is held constant.
It is perceived from above Fig. 4 that with the increase in the
heat generation within the battery pack, the temperature also
increases. For Qgen = 1.4, the temperature in the battery pack
reaches near its upper limiting value. It is well established that
when heat generation increases, the molecular activity within
the battery pack increases, resulting in a corresponding
increase in the kinetic energy that increases the battery pack’s
temperature. When the kinetic energy of the molecules within
the battery pack increases, it results in random motion ofFig. 5 Effect of Qgen on battery temperate with convection from
the surface.molecules that may tend to resist the flow of heat through
the battery pack. This heat resistance will appear in the form
of augmented temperature. Choosing the most suitable range
of heat generation within the battery pack is mandatory to
avoid the unnecessary rise in its temperature. It is good enoughFig. 6 Temperature distribution in battery cell for Qgen.
Fig. 7 Temperature distribution in battery cell for Bi.
8 I. Mokashi et al.to have a moderate range of heat generation values to maintain
better battery life and eliminate fire hazards and accidents.
Fig. 6 (a), (b), and (c) illustrate the temperature contour
plots in the battery pack for the heat generation of 0.6, 1.0,
and 1.5, respectively, while Bi is kept constant. It is observed
from the above contours that with an increase in heat genera-
tion, the temperature within the battery pack also increases. As
expected, it is a known fact that with an increase in heat gen-
eration, the resistance to heat transfer by conduction also
increases, increasing the battery pack’s temperature. It is also
observed that the temperature in the transverse direction of
the battery pack decreases irrespective of heat generation. It
is known that with increase in the thickness of the battery
pack, the thermal conductivity gets affected, which appears
in the form of a drop in temperature. The contour region cov-
ered by the maximum temperature in the battery pack along
the axial and transverse direction is more than the minimum
temperature contour region in the battery pack. The tempera-
ture contours obtained for different heat generations in a bat-
tery pack suggest that high power density batteries usage may
result in high-temperature zones, which may further cause the
failure of the battery both in terms of thermal and structural
aspects. Hence, it is best to have a moderate range of power
densities to have more comprehensive thermal management
of the battery system.
Richter et al. [47] and Dincer et al. [48] have investigated
the ageing of battery cell and heat absorption characteristics
of phase change materials used for cooling of battery cell.
These studies have contributed similar temperature plots for
varying C-rates in the transverse direction of the cell. The axial
temperature noted DT = 1.22, conversely the surface temper-
ature DTs = 0.75. This temperature gradient is established as a
result of convection heat transfer initiated by the coolant flow-
ing over the cell wall surface. It is also evident that at higher
Qgen the thermal gradient is considerable and at lower Qgen
the thermal gradient is negligible. Thus lumped model can be
considered at lower Qgen for the analysis as reported by Huang
et al. [49] and few others [50–52].
Fig. 6 manifests that with enhancement of Qgen the axial
temperature attains a peak value and further rise will cross
the threshold temperature (To), causing thermal runaway. This
critical temperature can cause oxidation at the cathode, which
in turn if reacts with the electrolyte catches fire. Thermal run-
away degrades the battery performance, causes electrolyte
leakage, loss of shelf life, detonation etc., [53–55]. Hence, the
volumetric heat generation must be withing operational limits.
This can be achieved by controlled charging and discharging,
selection of efficient cooling system, hybrid mode utilization
under peak load conditions etc., [56]. Increasing the coolant
flow velocity can lower the temperature but the energy require-
ment to run a fan develops. Thus, the influence of Re on the
battery thermal behavior is important factor in a cooling
mechanism.
Fig. 7 (a), (b), and (c) depicts the temperature contours of
the battery pack for various Bi. At the same time, the Re,
Pr, Cr, and Qgen parameters are kept constant, as it is evident
from the Figure, with an increase in the Bi, the temperature
within the battery pack decreases. This behavior is mainly
due to an increase in the convection heat transfer from the sur-
face of the battery to the surrounding fluid medium, as the
higher value of Bi implies the higher resistance to conduction
heat transfer. It is also observed that the region covered bythe maximum and minimum temperature contour zones cover-
age space in the battery pack is more in the axial direction than
the transverse direction. Such temperature contours pattern
indicates that the thermal diffusivity is dominant in the axial
Fig. 9 Temperature contours in battery pack when Pr = 6.9
(Water).
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chances of temperature rise in the battery pack above the crit-
ical limit are more as the resistance to heat transfer by convec-
tion mode dominates the heat transfer by conduction mode. It
is necessary to have a suitable range of Bi to maintain the tem-
perature limit in the battery pack within the safe limit.
In the following part, the conjugate condition, i.e., continu-
ity of heat flux and temperature at the coolant and pack inter-
face, is adopted, and the effect of Pr is analyzed. Fig. 8
illustrates the temperature contours in a battery pack when
air is used as a coolant while the Re, Qgen, and Cr are constant.
As observed in Fig. 8, the maximum temperature region in a
battery is shifted towards the vicinity of its trailing end. It is
also seen that the temperature in the battery pack crosses its
safer limit value which may result in its meltdown. Since air,
when used as a coolant having poor thermal conductivity,
may carry only a limited amount of heat, the residual of heat
will appear in the form of temperature rise, observed in the
above Fig. 8. Since the maximum temperature regions located
at the trailing edge of the battery pack result in the uneven
thermal expansion of the battery, which further results in fire
accidents. Therefore, to enhance the performance of the bat-
tery system, it is necessary to have a better coolant that can
control the rise in temperature of the battery by carrying a
good amount of heat under conjugate conduction–convection
conditions. When air is used as a coolant, it is better to reduce
the battery pack’s power density or increase the flow velocity
of the air, which further increases the pumping cost. Finally,
it is also seen that the critical temperature region occupies
the maximum space in the battery pack, i.e., the temperature
equal and above 1. Such temperature distribution within the
battery pack creates maximum chances of fire hazards.
Fig. 9 illustrates the temperature contours under conjugate
heat transfer for battery pack subjected to flow of water when
the parameters like Re, Cr, and Qgen are kept at their base
value. From the close observation of above Fig. 9, it can be
said that when water is used as a coolant, the temperature in
the battery pack can be controlled well within the safe limit.
The temperature of the battery pack is decreasing in the trans-
verse direction. It reaches its minimum value at the lateral sur-
face of the battery pack, where the fluid comes in contact with
it. Water can be a better choice for coolant. Still, its high den-Fig. 8 Temperature contours in battery pack when Pr = 0.7
(Air).sity and viscosity compared to air need more pumping power,
increasing the overall cost of a battery thermal management
system. When the power density of the battery pack is taken
into consideration, the water as a coolant replaces the air
due to its good thermal properties. The convection coefficient
is high in the water, which plays a vital role in the conjugate
heat transfer process. The battery thermal accidents and fire
hazard chances can be reduced to a greater extent by using
water as a coolant.
Fig. 10 depicts the temperature contours in a battery pack
when subjected to the flow of dielectric oil, which will act as a
coolant, whereas the parameters Re, Cr, Qgen, and Bi are kept
constant. One can easily predict from the temperature con-
tours, as shown in Fig. 3, that using dielectric oil as a coolant
can control the temperature in the battery pack in a permissi-
ble limit. From the temperature contours, it is seen that when
the coolant enters at the leading edge of the battery pack, it
carries the maximum amount of heat. But as the coolant fur-
ther flows downstream, its ability to carry the heat decreases.
Hence, such behavior of the coolant makes the battery pack’s
temperature rise at the trailing end. Since the dielectric oil has
more viscosity, it makes it difficult to pump and tends to createFig. 10 Temperature Contours in battery pack Pr = 21.7
(Dielectric oil).
Fig. 12 Temperature Contours in battery pack for Pr = 0.0303
(GaIn20).
Fig. 13 Temperature contour in battery pack when Cr = 0.1
(Water).
10 I. Mokashi et al.a thick velocity boundary layer, which further makes it a poor
heat conductor. As dielectric oils are more prone to catch fire
even at low temperatures, one should consider the fire hazards
while using dielectric oil as a coolant.
The effect of silicone thermal oil on the temperature con-
tours of the battery pack as a coolant in the battery cooling
system is depicted in Fig. 11, where the parameters like Re,
Bi, Cr, and Qgen are held at their base values. As the Syltherm
800 has good heat transfer characteristics, it can maintain the
temperature in the battery pack in a well-defined safe limit.
The temperature contours of Fig. 11 depict that the heat dissi-
pation from the battery pack to the surrounding coolant is at a
uniform rate. Hence, the Syltherm fluids prove to be a good
choice for the cooling system of the batteries since Syltherm
fluids are costly but have low viscosity, affecting the velocity
and thermal boundary layer at the battery coolant interface.
The low viscosity of these oils also results in low pumping
power. Syltherm oil may be a good choice as a coolant but
with a high cost. As the temperature contour shows uniform
space occupancy, the heat transfer rate also remains uniform,
which will improve battery life.
Fig. 12 shows the temperature contours obtained in a bat-
tery pack under conjugate conduction- convection condition
subjected to flow of a coolant having a Prandtl number of
0.0303. At the same time, the parameters Re, Cr, Qgen, and
Bi are held constant. When GaIn20 is used as a coolant due
to its excellent thermal conductivity compared to water, it will
transfer more heat from the surface of the battery pack. But
the temperature distribution pattern in the battery pack says
that the heat transfer from the lateral surface of the battery
to the surrounding coolant is not uniform. The uneven temper-
ature distribution pattern also predicts that the battery’s per-
formance is greatly influenced as such a temperature pattern
could cause thermal stresses, which further deteriorate the bat-
tery structure. Hence one should be very careful while selecting
the most proper coolant, which can improve the thermal per-
formance of the battery.
The behavior of temperature in the battery pack subjected
to flow of water with a ratio of conductivity between fluid
and solid domain as 0.1 and other parameters such as Re,
Pr, Qgen, and Bi are kept constant. From the temperature con-
tours, it can be said that when the conductivity ratio betweenFig. 11 Temperature Contours in battery pack Pr = 101.5
(Syltherm 800).the coolant and battery pack is kept at a value of 0.1, the dis-
tribution of heat in the battery is not uniform, which results in
a non-uniform temperature affecting the overall performance
of the battery. It is also observed from Fig. 13 that the maxi-
mum temperature contours are located near the top end of the
battery. In contrast, at the bottom end, the temperature of the
battery is low. Such high and low-temperature regions in the
battery pack create uneven thermal stresses, resulting in bat-
tery failure. To have better performance results for the battery
system, one should maintain the proper balance of thermal
conductivity between the solid and fluid domains.
Figs. 14, 15, 16, and 17 illustrate the effect of Cr on the tem-
perature contours of the battery when subjected to the flow of
coolant with the coupled conduction–convection condition.
The parameters Re, Qgen, and Pr, are retained at their prede-
fined value. It can be said from the above temperature con-
tours that with the increase in the conductivity ratio between
the coolant and battery, the temperature in the battery pack
decreases up to a value of Cr = 1.0, beyond which the temper-
ature increases. It is a known fact that with an increase in the
conductivity ratio, the thermal conductivity of the coolant
increases, which further decreases the temperature in the bat-
Fig. 14 Temperature contours in battery pack when Cr = 0.5
(Water).
Fig. 15 Temperature contours in battery pack when Cr = 1.0
(Water).
Fig. 16 Temperature contours in battery pack when Cr = 1.5
(Water).
Fig. 17 Temperature contours in battery pack when Cr = 2.0
(Water).
Fig. 18 Temperature contour of the battery pack at Re = 100
(air).
Effect of non-conjugate and conjugate condition on heat transfer 11tery pack. Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10 show a critical value of conduc-
tivity ratio (Cr = 1.0) above which the temperature in the bat-tery once again increases. Hence one should make use of the
appropriate value of conductivity ratio between coolant and
battery. The temperature distribution in the battery becomes
more uniform with an increase in the conductivity ratio, which
is seen in the temperature contour plots. The uniform distribu-
tion of temperature is essential for the better and improved
performance of the battery system. At higher values of the
Cr, the heat dissipation from the battery to the coolant
becomes more uniform, which further makes the coolant carry
more heat. When water is used as a coolant in the thermal
management of the battery pack, it is advisable to use a bal-
anced ratio of thermal conductivity between the fluid and solid
domain. Both efficiency and life of the battery can be improved
to a greater extent by using suitable selected thermal
parameters.
Figs. 18–22 illustrate the temperature contours in a battery
pack subjected to airflow at different Reynolds numbers. It is
observed from Fig. 18 that at Reynolds number of 100, the
temperature at the bottom leading edge of the battery temper-
ature remains low, this is due to convection boundary condi-
tion, and the fluid enters with its free stream temperature. As
we move along the height of the battery pack, the temperature
Fig. 19 Temperature contour of the battery pack at Re = 500
(air).
Fig. 20 Temperature contour of the battery pack at Re = 1000
(air).
Fig. 21 Temperature contour of the battery pack at Re = 1500
(air).
Fig. 22 Temperature contour of the battery pack at Re = 2000
(air).
12 I. Mokashi et al.increases, and ample space is covered by the high-temperature
regions at the top end of the battery at the height of 0.7 to 0.9along the Y direction. But again, the drop in temperature can
be seen due to the convection boundary condition at the top
surface of the battery pack. The range of temperature within
the battery pack is very high due to the low convective heat
transfer coefficient as the Reynolds number is low. The chance
of building up Thermal stresses are very high at a low Rey-
nolds number since the maximum temperature contour space
is more which may tend to reduce the thermal diffusivity
across the battery surface. Hence high-temperature spots were
built up, leading to cross the maximum temperature beyond
the safe limit.
The behavior of all the above plotted temperature contours
for other Reynolds number values of 500, 1000, 1500, and
2000, as shown in Figs. 19–22, are identical. Still, the temper-
ature within the battery pack gets reduced with an increase in
the Reynolds number. Even the space occupied by the maxi-
mum temperature contours decreases, which tends to improve
the thermal diffusivity from the battery surface. Hence the
chances of overheating or thermal stresses are very much
reduced at high Reynolds numbers. It is also observed that
irrespective of Reynolds number, the maximum temperature
contour on the battery surface remains near the top end of
the battery pack. The low-temperature contour regions at the
bottom of the battery pack are drifting towards the right side
of the battery pack along with X and Y coordinates. It is also
observed that the uniformity in temperature distribution on
the battery pack increases with the increase in the Reynolds
number. The uniform temperature distribution is a good sign
for the improvement in the thermal performance of batteries.
The temperature difference noticed at elevated values Re is
less. This is because only a considerable heat dissipation can be
secured from the cell surface. These findings were reported by
Mahamud and Park [57] and Tong et al. [58]. This emphasis
that extensive increment of Re would not bring efficient cool-
ing but will add to the energy demands of fan operation
required for air circulation. It can be observed that maximum
temperature difference DTmax is higher at Re = 1000 and
Re = 250 contrary to that at Re = 750 and Re = 2000.
Rao et al. [57] and Tong et al. [58] have synthesized a relevant
trend in Tmax variation at higher air flow velocities. Thus it can
be concluded that for considerable range of Qgen the Re  1000
Effect of non-conjugate and conjugate condition on heat transfer 13is not recommendable as the peak temperature surpasses the
threshold limit [59].
4. Conclusion
The numerical analysis of heat transfer from a battery pack is
carried out considering conjugate and non-conjugate condi-
tions. FVM based code is written, and validation is performed
with experimental work. The effect of Biot number, heat gen-
eration, Prandtl number, and conductivity ratio is performed.
The following conclusions are derived from the in detail
numerical analysis:
1. In non-conjugate analysis, the temperature gradients are
sharp and similar profiles are at the top and bottom of
the battery. The temperature distribution is found to be
uniform in the non-conjugate analysis where the flow of
coolant flow consideration is not considered.
2. The conjugate analysis reveals that the temperature distri-
bution is non-uniform at the top and bottom of the battery.
The maximum temperature of battery pack is located at the
top portion of the battery where the electrodes are placed.
Temperature of pack is low at the bottom surface due to
direct contact of the coolant which comes in contact as
fresh.
3. When air is considered as the coolant in conjugate condi-
tion, the maximum temperature is very high and crosses
the critical limit in the battery. With water as coolant; the
maximum temperature at the temperature at the pack and
coolant interface is low. The temperature distribution
resembles that of non-conjugate conditions when water is
employed.
4. Increasing the conductivity ratio shows that the tempera-
ture drops in the battery significantly. It is better to choose
a suitable fluid and conductivity ratio for the safe operation
of the battery.
5. The regions with high and low temperatures at the top and
bottom of the battery pack produces uneven thermal stress,
later causing the failure of the battery. Choosing an appro-
priate range of thermal conductivity ratio that balances the
solid and the fluid field to get better battery system perfor-
mance results is required.
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